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Park and To All the Boys I’ve Loved Before. For Penny Lee, high school was a total nonevent. Her friends
were okay, her grades were fine, and while she’d somehow landed a boyfriend, they never managed to
know much about each other. Now Penny is heading to college in Austin, Texas, to learn how to become a
writer. It’s seventy-nine miles and a zillion light years away from everything she can’t wait to leave behind.
Sam’s stuck. Literally, figuratively, emotionally, financially. He works at a café and sleeps there too, on a
mattress on the floor of an empty storage room upstairs. He knows that this is the god-awful chapter of his
life that will serve as inspiration for when he’s a famous movie director but right this second the seventeen
bucks in his checking account and his dying laptop are really testing him. When Sam and Penny cross paths
it’s less meet-cute and more a collision of unbearable awkwardness. Still, they swap numbers and stay in
touch—via text—and soon become digitally inseparable, sharing their deepest anxieties and secret dreams
without the humiliating weirdness of having to, you know, see each other.
Bad Boys Never Fall: A Dark Boarding School Romance (Special Edition) Feb 02 2020 Isaiah:We couldn't
have been more opposite.I was molded to break the rules. My life was seeded in corruption at St. Mary's
Boarding School.Fate brought us together, and we formed a plan. I gave her that taste of rebellion, and she
became mine. She was my kryptonite. I was her escape, and her trust was in me.But our plan went up in
flames.In the end, my sacrifice is giving her up.Gemma will rise from the ashes, but she'll never forgive me.
A Kiss at Mistletoe Jan 27 2022
Dangerous Kiss Jun 19 2021 A brand spanking new, rejacketed B format edition featuring a letter from
Jackie Collins to her fans... In Chances, Lucky grew up in a top crime family, in Lucky she was married
three times, in Lady Boss she took on Hollywood and bought Panther Studios, and in Vendetta: Lucky's
Revenge, she fought off a life-long enemy to keep the studio and her husband. Now in Dangerous Kiss,
when a member of her family is brutally gunned down in a random car-jacking, Luky's fury knows no
bounds. While tracking the killer, her relationship with her husband is severely put to the test. And
suddenly into her life comes a man from her past. A man with a dangerous kiss.
The Kiss of Deception Oct 12 2020 The first book of the New York Times bestselling Remnant Chronicles.
“Fantastical.” —USA Today She flees on her wedding day. She steals ancient documents from the
Chancellor’s secret collection. She is pursued by bounty hunters sent by her own father. She is Princess
Lia, seventeen, First Daughter of the House of Morrighan. The Kingdom of Morrighan is steeped in
tradition and the stories of a bygone world, but some traditions Lia can’t abide. Like having to marry
someone she’s never met to secure a political alliance. Fed up and ready for a new life, Lia escapes to a
distant village on the morning of her wedding. She settles in among the common folk, intrigued when two
mysterious and handsome strangers arrive—and unaware that one is the jilted prince and the other an
assassin sent to kill her. Deceptions swirl and Lia finds herself on the brink of unlocking perilous
secrets—secrets that may unravel her world—even as she feels herself falling in love. The Kiss of Deception
is the first book in Mary E. Pearson's New York Times bestselling young adult fantasy series Remnant
Chronicles. The adventure continues in the New York Times bestseller, The Heart of Betrayal, and comes to
an epic conclusion in The Beauty of Darkness. Praise for The Kiss of Deception: “A deeply satisfying,
intricately plotted fantasy where no one—no one—is quite what they seem. . . . A thoroughly engrossing
read—I couldn't put it down!” —Robin LaFevers, New York Times–bestselling author of Grave Mercy and
Dark Triumph “A sumptuous fantasy.” —Chicago Tribune “This is the kind of story I love—a heart-pounding
tale of magic and murder, betrayal and romance set in a richly imagined fantasy landscape.” —Cindy

Perfect Girl Oct 31 2019 Ninth-grader Ruthie Bayer realizes that she is in love with her best friend Perry,
the boy next door, but when competition appears, Ruthie calls on her glamorous aunt for advice.
A Yuletide Kiss Jun 07 2020 The reigning queens of Regency Romance return with another delightful
Christmas collection of three sparkling holiday romances, as stranded travelers find merriment, mistletoe,
and holiday romance awaiting at a quaint country inn . . . THE UNEXPECTED GIFT by Madeline Hunter
Jenna Waverly has closed her inn, anticipating a blissfully quiet Christmas, until a snowstorm brings the
first of several strangers to her property. Lucas Avonwood, as charming as he is secretive, is on a mission
to track down a scoundrel, but the inn’s lovely owner is giving him a more compelling reason to stay . . .
WHEN WE FINALLY KISS GOOD NIGHT by Sabrina Jeffries When Flora Younger first met Konrad Juncker,
she thought she’d found her match, only to have her hopes dashed. Konrad is now a famous playwright
whose plays Flora has secretly panned in reviews. But a chance meeting in a secluded inn may help them
rewrite this star-crossed romance . . . WHEN STRANGERS MEET by Mary Jo Putney Kate Mcleod is
shocked to find that her fellow guest in the snowbound inn is the dashing soldier who may or may not be
her husband. Daniel Faringdon barely remembers that long-ago night when he rescued her from disaster,
but the desire they discover now will be impossible to forget, or to ignore . . .
Take a Kiss to School Apr 29 2022 There is so much to learn on Digby's first day at school. Will he
remember where to hang his jacket and to listen for his name? Digby's mother has some special help for
her boy who doesn't feel quite brave enough for school. This reassuring story with winsome illustrations is
just right for kids starting school—and those who need a little encouragement once they've begun!
A Kiss of Fate Aug 22 2021 Her captivating stories and vibrant characters have earned New York Times
bestselling author Mary Jo Putney enthusiastic praise from reviewers and readers alike. Now, from the
majestic mansions of eighteenth-century London to the mist-shrouded wilds of the Scottish Highlands, she
brings you her most breathtaking romantic adventure yet. Laird of an ancient, powerful Scottish clan,
Duncan Macrae is committed to ending the ceaseless strife between Scotland and England. But he also has
other, secret powers—those of a Guardian, humans with mystical abilities to control nature’s forces and see
into the hearts of others. And from the moment he encounters the young and independent English widow
Gwyneth Owens, his fiery spirit is irrevocably drawn to claim her as his own—a passion that will not only
set his loyalty to his land against his sworn Guardian vows, but will also threaten everything he cherishes
most. Though Gwynne’s father was a Guardian, she believes that she has inherited only her mother’s
beauty, not her father’s power. Then one kiss from the dangerously alluring Laird of the Macraes ignites a
hunger that shakes her to her soul—and reveals visions of a looming catastrophe that threatens England
and Scotland both. Only by becoming Duncan’s wife, and ultimately betraying the man she loves, can she
avert disaster. As destiny and two mighty nations clash, Gwynne and Duncan must push their powers and
passions beyond the most forbidden limits if they are to save their love—and secure the future. With Mary
Jo Putney’s consummate skill and dazzling historical detail, A Kiss of Fate brings an unforgettable period to
life—and will forever enthrall your senses with memorable characters and sweeping emotions. From the
Hardcover edition.
Emergency Contact May 07 2020 “Smart and funny, with characters so real and vulnerable, you want to
send them care packages. I loved this book.” —Rainbow Rowell From debut author Mary H.K. Choi comes a
compulsively readable novel that shows young love in all its awkward glory—perfect for fans of Eleanor &
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Williams Chima, New York Times–bestselling author of the Seven Realms and the Heir Chronicles
“Extraordinary . . . masterfully crafted.” —Publishers Weekly, starred review “The Kiss of Deception has it
all--beautiful writing, heart-pounding suspense, a fiery princess, and an epic romance that'll make you
swoon. This is definitely one of my favorite reads of the year!” —Alyson Noël, #1 New York
Times–bestselling author of The Immortals “In The Kiss of Deception, a new realm is masterfully created,
featuring court intrigue, feuding nations, breathtaking landscapes, and the gift of sight. Fans of the Game
of Thrones series will enjoy the magic and fantasy in this timeless dystopian world.” —VOYA "Gripping,
urgent, and highly appealing." —School Library Journal "Pearson (the Jenna Fox Chronicles) is off to an
extraordinary start with her fantasy series, the Remnant Chronicles, creating an alluring world and
romance that's ideal for fans of Kristin Cashore and Megan Whalen Turner." —Publishers Weekly "Pearson
offers readers a wonderfully full-bodied story: harrowing, romantic, and full of myth and memory, fate and
hope. . . . This has the sweep of an epic tale, told with some twists." —Booklist, starred review "A marvelous
new fantasy series that is sure to find an audience with devotees of Suzanne Collins's The Hunger Games
and John Flanagan's Ranger's Apprentice books (Philomel). Romance, adventure, mysticism--this book has it
all and it just may be the next YA blockbuster." —School Library Journal, starred review
Pretty Face May 19 2021 I don't speak the language. I don't like meeting new people. And I have no idea
where Umbria is. Who cares?! I'm going to Italy! Hayley is overweight, and she's never felt happy in her
own skin. But this summer everything is going to change. She's off to Italy, where she'll discover what real
pizza tastes like, what real beauty looks like, and maybe even what true amore can be.
These Thorn Kisses Jul 01 2022 Eighteen-year-old, Bronwyn Littleton is in love with a stranger she met on
a summer night a year ago. A stranger who was tall and broad in a way that made her feel safe. He had
dark blue eyes that she can’t stop drawing in her sketch book. And he had a deep, soothing voice that she
can’t stop hearing in her dreams. That’s all she knows about him though. Until she runs into him again. At
St. Mary’s School for Troubled Teenagers – an all girls reform school – where she’s trapped because of a
little crime she committed in the name of her art. Now she knows that her dream man has a name: Conrad
Thorne. She knows that his eyes are way bluer and way more beautiful than she thought. And that his face
is an artist’s wonderland. But she also knows that Conrad is her best friend’s older brother. Which means
he’s completely off-limits. Not to mention, he’s the new soccer coach, which makes him off-limits times two.
What makes him off-limits times three however, and this whole scenario an epic tragedy, is that, Conrad,
Wyn’s dream man, has a dream girl of his own. And he’s as much in love with his dream girl as Wyn is in
love with him…
It's In His Kiss Jul 29 2019 A New York Times Bestseller From #1 New York Times bestselling author Julia
Quinn comes the story of Hyacinth Bridgerton, in the seventh of her beloved Regency-set novels featuring
the charming, powerful Bridgerton family, now a series created by Shondaland for Netflix. HYACINTH’S
STORY Meet Our Hero . . . Gareth St. Clair is in a bind. His father, who detests him, is determined to
beggar the St. Clair estates and ruin his inheritance. Gareth’s sole bequest is an old family diary, which
may or may not contain the secrets of his past . . . and the key to his future. The problem is—it’s written in
Italian, of which Gareth speaks not a word. Meet Our Heroine . . . All the ton agreed: there was no one
quite like Hyacinth Bridgerton. She’s fiendishly smart, devilishly outspoken, and according to Gareth,
probably best in small doses. But there’s something about her—something charming and vexing—that grabs
him and won’t quite let go . . . Meet Poor Mr. Mozart . . . Or don’t. But rest assured, he’s spinning in his
grave when Gareth and Hyacinth cross paths at the annual—and annually discordant—Smythe-Smith
musicale. To Hyacinth, Gareth’s every word seems a dare, and she offers to translate his diary, even though
her Italian is slightly less than perfect. But as they delve into the mysterious text, they discover that the
answers they seek lie not in the diary, but in each other . . . and that there is nothing as simple—or as
complicated—as a single, perfect kiss.
Strega Nona Jan 03 2020 Grandma Concetta heals everyone with her remedies and advice, and when she
retires, she leaves Nona her magic pasta pot with its secret ingredient.
Dangerous Kiss Dec 26 2021 The seductively beautiful, street-smart, and powerful Lucky Santangelo, star
of four of Jackie Collins's previous international bestsellers—Chances, Lucky, Lady Boss, and Vendetta:
Lucky's Revenge—returns in Dangerous Kiss. In Chances, Lucky grew up in a top crime family; in Lucky,
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she was married three times; in Lady Boss, she took on Hollywood and bought Panther Studios; and in
Vendetta, she fought off a lifelong enemy to keep the studio, and her husband. Now, in Dangerous Kiss,
when a member of her family is brutally gunned down in a random holdup, her fury knows no bounds.
While she is tracking the killer, her relationship with her husband, charismatic writer and director Lennie
Golden, is put to the test. Then, suddenly, into her life comes a man from her past—a man with a dangerous
kiss. Dangerous Kiss is a story of raw anger, love, lust, murder, and revenge, and at its white-hot center is
Lucky Santangelo, a strong, exciting woman who dares to take chances—and always wins.
Marry, Kiss, Kill Mar 17 2021 In this debut mystery set in Santa Barbara, movie stars are in town for the
film festival, powerful business interests are at stake, and detective Nola MacIntire and her partner, Tony
Angelotti, must solve the complicated puzzle behind three seemingly unrelated deaths in this idyllic beach
town. This mystery has got it all: snappy dialogue, memorable characters, and a captivating web of intrigue
to untangle. Anne Flett-Giordano is a five-time Emmy-winning television writer and producer whose credits
include Frasier, Becker, and Desperate Housewives. In addition to three Best Comedy and two Best Writing
in a Comedy Series Emmys, Anne (with her screenwriting partner Chuck Ranberg) has won a Producer's
Guild Award, a Golden Globe, and a Writer's Guild nomination for Best Writing in a Comedy Series.
Currently a consultant on the half-hour comedy Hot In Cleveland, starring Betty White, Anne divides her
time between Los Angeles and Santa Barbara, California.
Left Oct 24 2021 In this beautifully crafted novel from the author of the critically-acclaimed Two Sisters,
comes the story of a woman who retreats into a fantasy world on New York City’s Upper West Side as she
slowly loses her once whip-smart husband to dementia—perfect for fans of Still Alice. When life falls apart,
a little fantasy goes a long way… It started as a dream vacation in Spain, with Fay and Paul Agarra enjoying
all the delights of a European holiday. A respected New York City judge, Paul has always been the man Fay
can rely on, no matter what. When he inexplicably disappears from a Barcelona street corner, Fay knows
something is terribly wrong. Once reunited, Paul shrugs off the episode as a simple misunderstanding—but
Fay suspects her almost perfect life has taken a dark and sudden turn. Soon there are more signs that Paul
is beginning to change. Bouts of forgetfulness lead to mistakes in the courtroom. Simple tasks cause
unexplainable outbursts of anger. Fay’s worst suspicions are realized when she learns her husband—her
rock, her love, her everything—is succumbing to the ravages of dementia. As her husband transforms
before her very eyes, Fay copes with her fears by retreating into a fantasy life filled with promise instead of
pain. In Fay’s invented world, she imagines herself living a glamorous life free from heartache, with a
handsome neighbor she barely knows rescuing her from a future she can’t accept. Poignant and beautifully
crafted, Left is an unforgettable tale about life’s aching uncertainties—and a woman who discovers that
somewhere between hope and reality, an unexpected future will find its way forward.
Kiss Off Jun 27 2019 The editors of "The Hell with Love" are back, applying their irreverent view of life and
love to help melt the hardest heart. For anyone who's been let down by life and love, these poems reveal
that the most important person one can fall in love with is oneself. The editors of The Hell With Love are
back, applying their irreverent view of life and love to help melt the hardest heart of all—your own. For
anyone who’s been let down by life and love, these poems reveal that the most important person you can
fall in love with is yourself. The collection travels through various stages of selfdiscovery, self-doubt, and,
ultimately, self-realization and acceptance—from first kiss to kiss off. Renowned poets, including John
Keats, Margaret Atwood, James Wright, Lucille Clifton, and Marie Ponsot explore the universal issues of
trust and betrayal, awakening and curiosity, freedom, and self-confidence. This collection will show anyone
looking for love how to find it within.
Pretty Face Apr 05 2020 That's what I am. A funny girl. A friend. Nobody's girlfriend. The girl with the
pretty face. Hayley wishes she could love living in Santa Monica, blocks from the beach, where every
day—and everybody—is beautiful and sunny. But she just doesn't fit in with all the blond, superskinny
Southern California girls who have their plastic surgeons on speed dial. Hayley is smart and witty and has
such a pretty . . . face. Translation: Don't even think about putting on a bikini, much less dating superhot
Drew Wyler. A bikini will never be flattering, and Drew will never think of her as more than a friend. Just
when Hayley feels doomed to live her life in the fat lane, her parents decide to send her to Italy for the
summer—not for school, not for fat camp, just for fun. It's there, under the Italian sun, that Hayley's vision
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of herself starts to change. She's curvy, not fat. Pizza isn't evil. And life is so much more than one-size-fitsall. Who knows? Once Hayley sees herself in a new light, maybe the girl with the pretty face will finally find
true amore.
Only a Kiss May 31 2022 The Survivors’ Club: Six men and one woman, injured in the Napoleonic Wars,
their friendships forged in steel and loyalty. But for one, her trials are not over.... Since witnessing the
death of her husband during the wars, Imogen, Lady Barclay, has secluded herself in the confines of
Hardford Hall, their home in Cornwall. The new owner has failed to take up his inheritance, and Imogen
desperately hopes he will never come to disturb her fragile peace. Percival Hayes, Earl of Hardford, has no
interest in the wilds of Cornwall, but when he impulsively decides to pay a visit to his estate there, he is
shocked to discover that it is not the ruined heap he had expected. He is equally shocked to find the
beautiful widow of his predecessor’s son living there. Soon Imogen awakens in Percy a passion he has
never thought himself capable of feeling. But can he save her from her misery and reawaken her soul? And
what will it mean for him if he succeeds?
Frankissstein Nov 12 2020 ***LONGLISTED FOR THE BOOKER PRIZE 2019*** **SHORTLISTED FOR
THE COMEDY WOMEN IN PRINT PRIZE 2020** **LONGLISTED FOR THE POLARI PRIZE 2020** 'Beware,
for I am fearless and therefore powerful.' Inspired by Mary Shelley's gothic classic Frankenstein, discover
this audacious new novel about the bodies we live in and the bodies we desire. As Brexit grips Britain, Ry, a
young transgender doctor, is falling in love. The object of their misguided affection: the celebrated AIspecialist, Professor Victor Stein. Meanwhile, Ron Lord, just divorced and living with his Mum again, is set
to make his fortune with a new generation of sex dolls for lonely men everywhere. Ranging from 1816,
when nineteen-year-old Mary Shelley pens her radical first novel, to a cryonics facility in present-day
Arizona where the dead wait to return to life, Frankissstein shows us how much closer we are to the future
than we realise. 'Intelligent and inventive...very funny' The Times 'One of the most gifted writers working
today' New York Times
The Woman in the Photo Aug 10 2020 In this compulsively-readable historical novel, from the author of
the critically-acclaimed Two Sisters, comes the story of two young women—one in America’s Gilded Age,
one in scrappy modern-day California—whose lives are linked by a single tragic afternoon in history. 1888:
Elizabeth Haberlin, of the Pittsburgh Haberlins, spends every summer with her family on a beautiful lake in
an exclusive club. Nestled in the Allegheny Mountains above the working class community of Johnstown,
Pennsylvania, the private retreat is patronized by society’s elite. Elizabeth summers with Carnegies,
Mellons, and Fricks, following the rigid etiquette of her class. But Elizabeth is blessed (cursed) with a mind
of her own. Case in point: her friendship with Eugene Eggar, a Johnstown steel mill worker. And when
Elizabeth discovers that the club’s poorly maintained dam is about to burst and send 20 million tons of
water careening down the mountain, she risks all to warn Eugene and the townspeople in the lake’s deadly
shadow. Present day: On her eighteenth birthday, genetic information from Lee Parker’s closed adoption is
unlocked. She also sees an old photograph of a genetic relative—a 19th Century woman with hair and eyes
likes hers—standing in a pile of rubble from an ecological disaster next to none other than Clara Barton, the
founder of the American Red Cross. Determined to identify the woman in the photo and unearth the
mystery of that captured moment, Lee digs into history. Her journey takes her from California to
Johnstown, Pennsylvania, from her present financial woes to her past of privilege, from the daily grind to an
epic disaster. Once Lee’s heroic DNA is revealed, will she decide to forge a new fate?
Then Come Kiss Me Nov 24 2021
The Winner's Kiss Apr 17 2021 Following the intrigue and danger of The Winner's Curse and the revolution
and romance of The Winner's Crime, Kestrel finds herself in the tundra's mines and Arin has sailed home.
The empire seems unstoppable. Lies will come undone, and Kestrel and Arin will learn just how much their
crimes will cost them in this third and final installment in the heart-stopping Winner's trilogy.
A Kiss for Lady Mary Aug 02 2022 USA Today-Bestselling Author: Fleeing a fortune hunter, a woman
invents a marriage—until her pretend husband hears about it . . . Ella Quinn’s bachelors do as they like and
take what they want. But when the objects of their desire are bold, beautiful women, the rules of the game
always seem to change . . . Handsome, charming, and heir to a powerful viscount, Christopher “Kit”
Featherton is everything a woman could want—except interested in marriage. So when he hears that
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someone on his estate near the Scottish border is claiming to be his wife, Kit sets off to investigate. Since
her parents’ death, Lady Mary Tolliver has been hounded by her cousin, a fortune-hunting fool after her
inheritance. Refusing to settle for anything less than love, Mary escapes to the isolated estate of rakish
bachelor Kit Featherton. Knowing he prefers Court to the country, she believes she will be safe. But when
Kit unexpectedly returns, her pretend marriage begins to feel seductively real . . .
Kiss The Girls And Make Them Cry Sep 30 2019
A Kiss in Space Jan 15 2021 A collection of poems on such themes as family life, films, travel in France,
works of art, and history
The Kiss of Deception Oct 04 2022 'A deeply satisfying, intricately plotted fantasy where no one - no one is quite what they seem' Robin LaFevers, New York Times-bestselling author of Grave Mercy The first book
in the New York Times bestselling Remnant Chronicles. The Kingdom of Morrighan is steeped in tradition
and the stories of a bygone world, but some traditions Lia can't abide. Like having to marry someone she's
never met to secure a political alliance. Fed up and ready for a new life, Lia escapes to a distant village on
the morning of her wedding. She settles in among the common folk, intrigued when two mysterious and
handsome strangers arrive - and unaware that one is the jilted prince and the other an assassin sent to kill
her. Deceptions swirl and Lia finds herself on the brink of unlocking perilous secrets - secrets that may
unravel her world - even as she feels herself falling in love. 'This is the kind of story I love - a heartpounding tale of magic and murder, betrayal and romance set in a richly imagined fantasy landscape' Cindy
Williams Chima, New York Times bestselling author of the Seven Realms 'The Kiss of Deception has it all beautiful writing, heart-pounding suspense, a fiery princess, and an epic romance that'll make you swoon.
This is definitely one of my favourite reads of the year!' Alyson Noël, #1 New York Times bestselling author
of The Immortals
Dangerous Kiss Aug 29 2019 Featuring a brand new introduction from bestselling author, Carmel
Harrington, talking about what Jackie and her books mean to her! ‘Lessons galore on every page… about
feminism, equality, tolerance and love’ CARMEL HARRINGTON Dangerous Kiss is a story of raw anger,
love, lust, murder and revenge, and at its white-hot center is Lucky Santangelo, a strong, exciting woman
who dares to take chances – and always wins. There have been many imitators, but only ever one Jackie
Collins. With millions of her books sold around the world, and thirty-one New York Times bestsellers, she is
one of the world’s top-selling novelists. From glamorous Beverly Hills bedrooms to Hollywood movie
studios; from glittering rock concerts to the yachts of billionaires, Jackie chronicled the scandalous lives of
the rich, famous, and infamous from the inside looking out. 'A true inspiration, a trail blazer for women's
fiction' JILLY COOPER ‘Jackie shows us all what being a strong, successful woman means at any age’
MILLY JOHNSON ‘Jackie will never be forgotten, she’ll always inspire me to #BeMoreJackie’ JILL
MANSELL ‘Jackie’s heroines don’t take off their clothes to please a man, but to please themselves’ CLARE
MACKINTOSH ‘Legend is a word used too lightly for so many undeserving people, but Jackie is the very
definition of the word’ ALEX KHAN ‘What Jackie knew how to do so well, is to tell a thumping good story’
ROWAN COLEMAN ‘I read hundreds of books every year. But Jackie Collins’ novels are the only ones I can
read over and over’ AMY ROWLAND ‘Jackie wrote with shameless ambition, ruthless passion and pure
diamond-dusted sparkle’ CATHERINE STEADMAN ‘Here is a woman who not only wanted to entertain her
readers, but also to teach them something; about the world and about themselves’ ISABELLE BROOM
‘There’s a lot a drag queen can learn from Jackie’ TOM RASMUSSEN ‘Jackie is the queen of cliff-hangers’
SAMANTHA TONGE ‘For all her trademark sass, there is a moralist at work here’ LOUISE CANDLISH
‘Nobody does it quite like Jackie and nobody ever will’ SARRA MANING ‘Jackie bought a bit of glitter,
sparkle and sunshine into our humdrum existence’ VERONICA HENRY ‘Jackie wrote about Hollywood with
total authenticity, breaking all the rules and taboos’ BARBARA TAYLOR BRADFORD ‘Jackie lived the
Hollywood dream, but, she looked sideways at it, and then shared the dirt with her readers’ JULIET
ASHTON ‘What radiates from her novels, is a sense that women are capable of great things’ ALEXANDRA
HEMINSLEY
Kiss the Girls and Make Them Cry Feb 25 2022 AN ELECTRIFYING NEW THRILLER FROM 'QUEEN OF
SUSPENSE' MARY HIGGINS CLARK . . . When investigative journalist Gina Kane receives an email from a
'CRyan' describing her 'terrible experience' while working at REL, a high-profile television news network,
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kidnapped. And retired soldier Michael Garrett never expected to be her rescuer. But he could hardly
ignore the naked young beauty scrambling through the forest. Neither anticipates sharing a kiss—or
wanting another. The final surprise comes when Garrett is hired to protect Olivia and her family from the
insidious threats that persist. As their simmering attraction ignites, rumors of Olivia’s indiscretion
surface—rumors she longs to make come true.…
Kiss the Girls and Make Them Cry Dec 14 2020 An electrifying thriller from #1 New York Times bestselling
author and “Queen of Suspense” Mary Higgins Clark! When investigative journalist Gina Kane receives an
email from a “CRyan” describing her “terrible experience” while working at REL, a high-profile television
news network, Gina knows she has to pursue the story. But when Ryan goes silent, Gina is shocked to
discover the young woman has died tragically in a jet ski accident while on holiday. Meanwhile, REL
counsel Michael Carter finds himself in a tricky spot as several more female employees have come forward
with allegations of sexual misconduct. Carter approaches the CEO, offering to persuade the victims to
accept settlements in exchange for their silence. It’s a risky endeavor, but it could well make him rich. As
more allegations emerge, Carter’s attempts to keep the story from making headlines are matched only by
Gina Kane’s determination to uncover the truth. Was Ryan’s death truly an accident? And when another
accuser turns up dead, Gina realizes someone—or some people—will go to depraved lengths to keep the
story from seeing the light. “Clark’s usual mixture now updated, with surprising and welcome assurance,
for a new generation of imperiled women” (Kirkus Reviews).
Perfect Girl Feb 13 2021 Out of the blue, Ruthie has fallen in love with the boy next door, Perry. He's
suddenly grown up and made her heart go thwang, and Ruthie has no idea what to do about it. Then a new
girl shows up at school, and Ruthie realizes she has to do something, and fast. Jenna is perfect, from her
perfectly straight hair to her perfectly manicured toes. Perry's noticed her, too, and worse, Jenna has
noticed him right back. Ruthie knows she has to call her aunt, New York's "Goddess of Love." If Aunt Marty,
romance columnist and woman of the world, can't turn Ruthie into a perfect girl, no one can . . . but she
might also turn Ruthie's entire world upside down.
Dance of Thieves Sep 10 2020 When the patriarch of the Ballenger empire dies, his son, Jase, becomes its
new leader. Even nearby kingdoms bow to the strength of this outlaw family, who have always governed by
their own rules. But a new era looms on the horizon, set in motion by
Anna and the French Kiss Mar 05 2020 Anna is less than thrilled to be shipped off to boarding school in
Paris, leaving a fledgling romance behind – until she meets Étienne St. Clair. Smart, charming, beautiful,
Étienne has it all...including a girlfriend. But in the City of Light, wishes have a way of coming true. Will a
year of romantic near-misses end with a longed-for French kiss? "Magical...really captures the feeling of
being in love" - Cassandra Clare, author of The Mortal Instruments series NPR's Year's Best Teen Reads,
2010. NPR's 100 Best-Ever Teen Novels, Number 53. Cybils Award Finalist for Young Adult Fiction, 2011.
YALSA's Best Fiction for Young Adults. 2012 list YALSA's Popular Paperbacks for Young Adults: Forbidden
Romance, 2012. TAYSHAS Reading List, 2012. Georgia Peach Book Award for Teen Readers, Honor,
2012-13.
Two Sisters Dec 02 2019 One family, two sisters, a lifetime of secrets . . . The third child in a family that
wanted only two, Muriel Sullivant has always been an outsider. Short, dark-haired, and round, she worships
her beautiful blond sister, Pia, and envies the close bond she shares with their mother, Lidia. Growing up in
their shadow, Muriel believes that if she keeps all their secrets—and she knows plenty, outsiders always
do—they will love her, too. But that was a long time ago. Now an adult, Muriel has accepted the
disappointments in her life. With her fourth-floor walk-up apartment and entry-level New York City job, she
never will measure up to Pia and her wealthy husband, their daughter, and their suburban Connecticut
dream home. Muriel would like nothing better than to avoid her judgmental family altogether. One thing
she does quite well. Until the day Pia shows up to visit and share devastating news that Muriel knows she
cannot tell—a secret that will force her to come to terms with the past and help her see her life and her
family in unexpected new ways. Two Sisters is a powerful and poignant debut novel about two
sisters—opposites in every way—as well as their mother and the secrets and lies that define them all.

including the comment 'and I’m not the only one,' Gina knows she has to pursue the story. But when Ryan
goes silent, Gina is shocked to discover the young woman has died tragically in a Jet Ski accident while on
holiday. Meanwhile, REL counsel Michael Carter finds himself in a tricky spot. Several female employees
have come forward with allegations of sexual misconduct. Carter approaches the CEO, offering to persuade
the victims to accept settlements in exchange for their silence. It’s a risky endeavor, but it could well make
him rich. As more allegations emerge and the company’s IPO draws near, Carter’s attempts to keep the
story from making headlines are matched only by Gina Kane’s determination to uncover the truth. Was
Ryan’s death truly an accident? And when another accuser turns up dead, Gina realizes someone—or some
people—will go to depraved lengths to keep the story from seeing the light. The novels of Mary Higgins
Clark are perfect for fans of Sabine Durant, Shari Lapena and everyone who loves a good mystery... ***
Praise for Mary Higgins Clark *** 'I adore Mary Higgins Clark' Karin Slaughter 'Trust Mary Higgins Clark
to know what frightens us to death' New York Times 'Clark plays out her story like the pro that she is . . .
flawless' Daily Mirror 'Should come with a warning: start in the evening and you'll be reading late into the
night' USA Today
The Winner's Curse Jul 09 2020 As a general's daughter in a vast empire that revels in war and enslaves
those it conquers, Kestrel has two choices: she can join the military or get married. Kestrel has other ideas.
One day, she is startled to find a kindred spirit in Arin, a young slave up for auction. Following her instinct,
Kestrel buys him - and for a sensational price that sets the society gossips talking. It's not long before she
has to hide her growing love for Arin. But he, too, has a secret and Kestrel quickly learns that the price she
paid for him is much higher than she ever could have imagined. The first novel in a stunning new trilogy,
The Winner's Curse is a story of romance, rumours and rebellion, where dirty secrets and careless alliances
can be deadly – and everything is at stake.
A Kiss Like This Sep 22 2021 A giraffe kiss is gentle and tall. Then there are kisses that are quick and
small a others are fizzy and bubbly - some are even long and tooty-tooty
Only a Kiss Sep 03 2022 Enter the world of The Survivor's Club, where Regency England, in its drama and
romance, comes vibrantly to life Six men and one woman, injured in the Napoleonic Wars, their friendships
forged in steel and loyalty. But for one, her trials are not over . . . Since witnessing the death of her
husband during the wars, Imogen, Lady Barclay, has secluded herself in the confines of Hardford Hall, their
home in Cornwall. The new owner has failed to take up his inheritance, and Imogen desperately hopes he
will never come to disturb her fragile peace. Percival Hayes, Earl of Hardford, has no interest in the wilds
of Cornwall, but when he impulsively decides to pay a visit to his estate there, he is shocked to discover
that it is not the ruined heap he had expected. He is equally shocked to find the beautiful widow of his
predecessor's son living there. Soon Imogen awakens in Percy a passion he has never thought himself
capable of feeling. But can he save her from her misery and reawaken her soul? And what will it mean for
him if he succeeds? 'Mary Balogh is the writer I read for pleasure' Susan Elizabeth Phillips 'A matchless
storyteller' RT Book Reviews
The Serious Kiss Nov 05 2022 Coming from a not-so-normal family, fourteen-year-old Libby Madrigal is
determined to make her mark during her freshman year and establish herself in her own light by finding a
boyfriend before the year is through.
I Kissed the Baby! Jul 21 2021 'I saw the baby Did you see the baby?' 'Yes I saw the baby, the teeny, weeny
thing'. 'I tickled the baby Did you tickle the baby?' 'Yes I tickled the baby, the wriggly, giggly thing '
Whether it's singing to the baby, feeding the baby or kissing the baby, all the animals love the baby.
Traitor's Kiss/Lover's Kiss Mar 29 2022 This beguiling pair of novels from author Mary Blayney delivers a
double dose of romance and intrigue as two people from one extraordinary family find themselves on the
right—and wrong—sides of love, and the law.… Traitor's Kiss When an enigmatic beauty rescues accused
traitor Lord Gabriel Pennistan from a French prison cell, it’s just the beginning of an adventure in mystery
and seduction. For Gabriel has no idea who Charlotte Parnell is, or why she has saved him… and Charlotte
has underestimated the sensual stranger who awakens in her a passion that culminates in a night of
exquisite lovemaking. But when she abruptly vanishes, Gabriel will not rest until he finds her—no matter
what the cost.… Lover's Kiss In her worst nightmares, Lady Olivia Pennistan never imagined she would be
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